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What is changing the race: top things that have changed minds in the last 
few weeks

Thinking about the presidential election in November, what, if anything, has changed your mind about who to vote for over the last few weeks?
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Coded freetext responses: Just those who said something had changed their mind



What is changing the race: Selected quotes
Thinking about the presidential election in November, what, if anything, has changed your mind about who to vote for over the last few weeks?
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• 'Donald Trump being found guilty of numerous felonies made me definitely want to vote for Joe Biden in the next presidential election.' (Male, 51, New York, 
Democrat, voted Joe Biden in 2020)

• 'The condition of the world' (Female, 54, New York, Independent, voted Joe Biden in 2020)

• 'Trump being railroaded  On fake charges' (Male, 70, Alabama, Republican, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'Biden needs help he is not fit to run the U.S. if you can prosecute Trump for something and Biden did exact same thing and was not prosecuted, then that tells me 
the Democrats have weaponized our courts and they can do anything to anyone. Democrats like Hillary Clinton actually said all Republicans needed to be rounded 
up and reprogrammed. Freedoms are being taken away by Democrats' (Female, 40, Alabama, Republican, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'They're both old idiot candidates' (Female, 22, Ohio, Independent, voted Joe Biden in 2020)

• 'I like the fact that Trump is now one of us. He knows our problems now.' (Male, 48, Georgia, Republican, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'Well I think I'm going to vote for the felon' (Male, 53, Ohio, Republican, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'The Trump trial, I don't like the guy very much, but he got railroaded, so let's get him back to the office' (Male, 31, New Jersey, Independent, voted Donald Trump 
in 2020)

• 'Trump's criminal conviction makes me eager to vote.' (Female, 52, Pennsylvania, Democrat, voted Joe Biden in 2020)

• 'The fascist persecution, indictment, and conviction of a former president for political reasons' (Male, 52, Florida, Republican, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'Neither main party candidate is worthy of my humble vote. A third candidate will be the best option.' (Male, 73, Indiana, Independent, voted Donald Trump in 
2020)

• 'Palestine Israel conflict' (Male, 23, Pennsylvania, Democrat, voted Joe Biden in 2020)

• 'Nothing changed. I usually in favor of Trump and even if he was convicted with felon with 34 counts I still believe that he will make America great again.' (Female, 
27, Wisconsin, Republican, voted Did not vote in 2020)

• 'All the political indictments of Donald Trump has strengthened my support for him.' (Female, 57, New York, Republican, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'We are once again forced to choose between two terrible choices. Genocide Joe is doing everything in his power to lose.' (Male, 28, Texas, Democrat, voted Joe 
Biden in 2020)

• 'The sham trial of Trump.  Would have voted third party but now I will vote for him.' (Male, 60, California, Independent, voted Donald Trump in 2020)

• 'Biden aging seemingly loosing his wits. Trump getting convicted of a felony' (Male, 41, Michigan, Democrat, voted Did not vote in 2020)



Joe Biden’s border order: Right thing to do but not sufficient

Q8. Joe Biden has announced an executive order on the southern border. Based on what you have heard about this, do you think this was the right thing to do or the wrong thing to do? Q9. Joe Biden has 
announced an executive order on the southern border. Based on what you have heard about this, do you think this will be sufficient to significantly improve the situation at the border or not?

Joe Biden has announced an executive order on the southern border. Based on what you have heard about this…

• Do you think this was the right thing to do or the wrong thing to do?

• Do you think this will be sufficient to significantly improve the situation at the border or not?
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26% 50%24%-24All voters

48% 23%28%+25All voters

Right thing to do Wrong thing to doDon’t know

Will be sufficient Will not be sufficientDon’t know



Donald Trump in a word

Q3. Please summarize your view of Donald Trump in a word.

Please summarize your view of Donald Trump in a word.
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Donald Trump in a word

Q3. Please summarize your view of Donald Trump in a word.

Please summarize your view of Donald Trump in a word.
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Joe Biden in a word

Please summarize your view of Joe Biden in a word.
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Q4. Please summarize your view of Joe Biden in a word.



Joe Biden in a word

Q4. Please summarize your view of Joe Biden in a word.

Please summarize your view of Joe Biden in a word.
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Voters expect Trump to win the debate 

Q10. On June 27, there will be a debate between Trump and Biden. Who are you expecting to perform best at this debate?

On June 27, there will be a debate between Trump and Biden. Who are you expecting to perform best at this debate?
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Eight in ten expect Trump to interrupt Biden; seven in ten 
expect Biden to mess up his words

Q11. Do you expect or not expect the following things to happen in the debate?



Who is your dream President?

Q2. Thinking about anyone alive today, who would be your dream President?

Thinking about anyone alive today, who would be your dream President?



Who is your dream President?

Q2. Thinking about anyone alive today, who would be your dream President?

Thinking about anyone alive today, who would be your dream President?
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